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presupposes providing various types of social aid and
subsidies by the state. Cryptocurrencies with a clear list
of possibilities to expend this finance are used as a
payment means.
The efficiency of this model is evident as it does not
only allow avoiding keeping a staff that controls
expenditures of target funds but also makes us sure that
these funds will be used for their specific tasks.
Let us draw some examples which in our opinion can
be used by government institutions, charity
organisations and funds, which provide social aid to the
public.
Among them are such
payments:
unemployment benefits; disability pension; maternity
grants, birth grants, benefits for single mothers,
allowance for looking after a sick child etc.
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Abstract
Background:
Development of ІТ-technologies has led to changes in
financial systems of different countries promoting their
improvement and progress. New financial institutions
are being formed as well as new technologies,
instruments and forms of financial interaction between
people are being developed.
It has become necessary to develop the modern
calculating instrument that has resulted in alternative
money
turnover,
which
has
been
called
“cryptocurrency”. Despite certain problems connected
with the cryptocurrency turnover (Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Ripple, Litecoin etc.) – its sanctioning by public
institutions of the state power, it is widely used as a
calculating instrument of additional money markers
that are on the same level with legal forms of
currencies.
Implementation of a cryptocurrency reveals
possibilities which were impossible before for
traditional (fiducial) currencies and non-cash payments,
in particular controlling transactions as for target use of
funds.
The aim of the research is to ground the possibilities of
a cryptocurrency in target financing; develop a system
model of target financing of social payments to the
public by means of cryptocurrencies.

Conclusions:
New IT-technologies in the economic sphere have
resulted in development of the world financial market
and implementation of new currency systems such as a
cryptocurrency. The use of a cryptocurrency in
transactions connected with target financing of social
payments makes this process efficient and controlled.
A perspective direction of the research is to solve legal
issues in the sphere of providing social aid with the
help of a cryptocurrency as a legal payment means, as
well as to develop technological support for this
activity.
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Methods:
A set of methods has been used in the research:
retrospective
analysis
of
implementing
a
cryptocurrency worldwide; generalising the experience
of using cryptocurrency by European countries for
public social payments; modelling the financial system
(with the use of cryptocurrency) as for public social
payments.
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Results:
Acknowledgement of a cryptocurrency by public
institutions in countries with developed economy, its
popularity at the majority of stock-markets and
currency exchange platforms have promoted its
approval as a legal means of payment.
Development of the financial market in this direction
reveals wide perspectives for implementing a
cryptocurrency in transactions connected with target
financing on the whole and social payments in
particular.
The author has developed a system model of target
financing of social payments to the public that
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